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Quiet, steady progress for global bonds and equities
US equities
ClearBridge Investments
The manager notes that, while it is encouraging that the
US government has begun to take steps to address the
budget deficit, politicians remain divided on tax policy and
spending plans. In the manager’s opinion, this uncertainty
could lead to some market volatility, but solid corporate
earnings and rebounding auto and housing sales should
help support the equity market in 2013.

China
Esemplia Emerging Markets
The manager expects the announcement of policy details
from the National People’s Congress meeting will provide
further clarity and certainty for corporate managers, enabling
them to position their business strategies over the next twelve
to eighteen months. At the macroeconomic level, it adds,
higher fiscal spending should help sustain stable economic
growth and promote confidence in domestic consumption.

Global bonds
Western Asset Management
The manager believes the global economy will expand
at a moderate pace in 2013 and that inflation will remain
benign. The headwinds of private sector deleveraging and
fiscal austerity in the US and Europe remain powerful,
but the major central banks’ determination to support
growth and financial markets should continue to support
the global economy.

Global macro
Permal
The manager notes that, overall, economic data in the
US and globally continue to improve. Europe, however,
remains a notable laggard. On the monetary policy front,
global central banks remain accommodative. But the
manager acknowledges that risks remain, not only in
Europe, but in China and the Middle East as well.

Asia-Pacific equities
Batterymarch
The manager thinks many Asian markets are attractively
valued, with stronger fundamentals than the developed
markets of Europe and the US, where valuations appear
stretched. In addition, strong sovereign balance sheets,
resilient consumer demand and continuing infrastructure
spending mean that there are liquidity and growth
catalysts in place.
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MARKET
REVIEW
Global equities delivered marginally positive performance during February, with
international and emerging markets struggling, mostly ending the month in negative
territory. Despite the volatility, market sentiment for equities remained optimistic, with
investors seizing the opportunity to invest in stocks following corrections or pullbacks.
Markets at a glance* (%)
Month

Year-to-date

1-year

MSCI World Index

0.17

5.27

10.69

Barclays Global Aggregate Index (bonds)

-0.95

-1.85

0.77

S&P 500 Index

1.28

6.49

12.69

MSCI Europe ex-UK Index

-2.90

3.78

11.73

FTSE All-Share Index

-2.17

1.71

8.67

MSCI Asia ex-Japan Index

-0.11

1.55

5.84

MSCI Japan Index

2.67

6.44

4.87

MSCI Emerging Markets Index

-1.26

0.11

0.28

MSCI China Index

-3.93

0.03

4.01

* Source: Legg Mason. All returns are in US dollar terms as of 28 February 2013. Past performance is no guarantee of future results. This table is for illustrative purposes only.
You cannot invest directly in an index.
The MSCI (Morgan Stanley Capital International) World Index is an unmanaged index of equity securities from developed countries.
The Barclays Global Aggregate Bond Index is an unmanaged index designed to measure the performance of global investment-grade fixed-income securities.
The S&P 500 Index is an unmanaged index of common stock performance.
The MSCI Europe ex UK Index is a free float-adjusted market capitalization weighted index that is designed to measure the equity market performance of the developed markets in Europe
excluding the UK.
The FTSE All-Share Index is a market-capitalization weighted index representing the performance of all eligible companies listed on the London Stock Exchange’s main market, which pass
screening for size and liquidity.
The MSCI Asia ex Japan Index is a free float-adjusted market capitalization weighted index that is designed to measure the equity market performance of Asia, excluding Japan.
The MSCI Japan Index is a free float-adjusted market capitalization weighted index that is designed to measure the equity market performance of Japan.
The MSCI Emerging Markets Index is a free float-adjusted market capitalization index that is designed to measure equity market performance in the global emerging markets.
The MSCI China Index is the China component of the MSCI Emerging Markets Index.
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Positive indications
In the US, economic indicators reported by the manufacturing
purchasing managers’ index1 were favorable, reflecting expansion during the month. Moreover, consumer sentiment about
the economy rose according to the University of Michigan’s
consumer-sentiment index, which reported its highest reading
since last November. The employment picture improved during the month with unemployment falling to a four-year low,
supported by loose credit conditions. However, sequestration
(the imposition of mandatory spending cuts in the US Federal
budget) and its attendant automatic budget cuts moved ahead
following a lack of progress in talks among policymakers.
In Europe, manufacturing activity continued to slow and
the result of the elections in Italy rattled the continent.
However, the European Central Bank (ECB) continued to
provide broad assurances of monetary support while Greek
debt was restructured. In China, a similar contraction in
manufacturing occurred although fears of a hard landing
appear to have abated and recovery continued, albeit at a
gradual pace. Japan’s recent election, in combination with a
weaker yen and improvements in business and consumer
confidence, drove returns higher.

Bond markets defy volatile backdrop
Bond markets posted positive returns in February in a
generally skittish environment for risk taking. Economic data
broadly reaffirmed tentative recovery in the major currency
blocs. However, this took backstage to several factors. These
included concerns over the impact of possible shifts in
monetary policy in the US and Japan, the implications of US
spending cuts on the economy, and the resurgence of political
risk in Europe in the wake of the Italian election results. With
the exception of emerging market (EM) sovereigns, bond
markets performed well throughout the period of volatility.
Core government bond yields retraced some of their rise in
January and corporate bond spreads recovered to the narrow
range in which they have traded so far this year.

Given the re-acceleration of global growth, emerging
market equities should outperform the developed world
Permal

1

The manufacturing purchasing managers index measure the manufacturing sector in an economy, based on survey data collected from a representative panel of manufacturing firms.
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Manager
insights
Global macro
Permal
The manager notes that overall, economic data in the US
and globally continues to improve. In the US, employment
is trending steadily higher, as is the housing market, while
the manufacturing sector is also improving on the back of
lower domestic energy prices. Elsewhere, China’s economy
appears to be re-accelerating. Europe, however, remains the
notable laggard. In the manager’s opinion, the US economy,
in particular, appears to be resilient to the ongoing fiscal
policy uncertainty, despite higher payroll and income
taxes resulting from the ‘fiscal cliff’ negotiations and the
failure to reach a compromise on the budget sequestration.
However, it believes that this uncertainty will continue as
the negotiations will now move to approving a resolution
and the debt ceiling debate. On the monetary policy front,
global central banks remain accommodative, especially
in the developed world where the main central banks are
all committed to some form of quantitative easing2 and
accommodative policies.
From an investment perspective, the manager believes that
equities remain attractive relative to government bonds and
notes that some initial signs of a reallocation away from
cash and bonds have the potential to provide a meaningful
tailwind for equities. In addition, it sees that, given the reacceleration of global growth, emerging market equities
should outperform the developed world, while Japanese
equities could do well as the country attempts to reflate and
the yen continues to weaken. The manager acknowledges,
however, that risks remain. The otherwise positive
environment for risk assets could be threatened by additional
political crises in Europe, aggressive policy tightening in
China to combat either inflation or the housing market, and
Middle East geopolitics, given that several flashpoints remain
across the region.

2

Global equities
Global Currents

Over the past year, the manager observes that the earnings
forecasts have reflected expectations that near record margin
levels would be achieved. However, in some cases, these
have now turned and are falling. Regionally, Asia Pacific
and the emerging markets recorded deteriorating earnings,
for example, in contrast to the US and Japan, which showed
improvements, with Japan enjoying the largest rise. However,
the manager observes that companies’ cutting their earnings
estimates is generally a good contrarian indicator. Regarding
profits, it remains cautious and still believes that operating
margins will remain under pressure for many companies.
Elsewhere, the manager believes there are an increasing
number of opportunities in cyclicals and emerging market
equities. However, it is closely monitoring many of these
prospective stocks as negative sentiment plays out across
specific regions and sectors. On the positive side, it thinks
cyclical earnings fears should create greater deep value
opportunities, although investors have to be mindful of
value traps.
Global fixed-income
Western Asset Management
The manager believes that the global economy will expand at
a moderate pace in 2013 and that inflation will remain benign.
The headwinds of private sector deleveraging and fiscal
austerity in the US and Europe remain powerful but the major
central banks’ determination to support growth and financial
markets should continue to support the global economy.
Recent data from the US continue to show encouraging signs
of recovery. However, Italy’s elections served as a timely
reminder that political risk has not disappeared, despite
the muted response by markets to the continued political
wrangling over US fiscal policy. The manager expects
that uncertainty over US tax and spending policies should
abate during the year and help put US finances on a more
sustainable path. It continues to believe that US monetary
policy will remain highly accommodative in 2013, even if
quantitative easing begins to unwind later in the year.

Quantitative easing (QE) refers to a monetary policy implemented by a central bank in which it increases the excess reserves of the banking system through the direct purchase of debt securities.

Elsewhere, the manager observes that China’s new leadership
is focusing on the quality and sustainability of growth and
on ensuring the economy achieves its 7.5% growth target,
which should benefit other Asia-Pacific and EM economies.
The systematic risks the eurozone faced in 2012 have not
disappeared and, while evidence of a recovery from recession
is hard to detect, the combined impact of European Central
Bank (ECB) and European Union (EU) policies, as well as the
tacit support of Germany for the single currency system have
at least reduced the probability of a tail-risk event. Southern
European economies appear to be using the breathing space
to recapitalize their banking systems and to slowly regain
their competitiveness. In Japan, the new administration is
showing robust determination to combat the deflationary
forces that have plagued the economy for decades, although
the recent sharp weakness in the yen is raising concerns
over competitive devaluations and some evidence of a rise in
protectionist practices.
Global Currencies
Brandywine Global
Against a cautious backdrop for developed markets, the
manager notes that the safe-haven US dollar outperformed
most major currencies and expected currency volatility reached
levels not seen since last summer. The British pound (down
4.4%) underperformed following a stagflationary outlook3 from
the Bank of England and a long-anticipated sovereign credit
downgrade from Moody’s. The euro (down 3.7%) and the tightly
correlated Swiss franc (down 2.7%) fell after ECB president
Mario Draghi mentioned twice in February that exchange rates
should not be targeted, but are “important (factors determining)
growth and price stability”. The Polish zloty (down 2.4%)
followed other European currencies lower against the US
dollar, despite stronger economic data. The Japanese yen (down
1.1%) also continued to fall against the US dollar after the new
government nominated (and subsequently appointed) Haruhiko
Kuroda for Bank of Japan (BOJ) president – widely considered
to be the staunchest supporter of aggressive and unconventional
monetary easing among the candidates. Uncharacteristically,
the Brazilian real (up 0.7%) was one of the only major
currencies to rise against the dollar; the country’s central bank
is one of the few in the world to promote modest currency
strength to reduce the potential for above-target inflation.
3

Emerging market currencies tended to struggle, especially
the central and eastern European currencies like the
Hungarian forint (down 4.5%), Turkish lira (down 2.2%) and
Russian ruble (down 1.9%). The Indian rupee (down 1.9%)
fell from a multi-month high on global growth concerns and
modestly more-dovish-than-expected central bank action.
The manager observes that since 2008 global capital markets
have been roiled by a contest between debt deflation and a
reflationary policy response from the monetary authorities.
Although it thinks debt deflation will continue to weigh on
economic growth in the developed world for a sustained
period of time, the manager believes that the decisive actions
of the US Federal Reserve, ECB and BOJ will underpin a
strong reflationary bias around the globe in 2013. Moreover,
many of the world’s other important central banks are now
deeper into monetary easing cycles, which should contribute
to accelerating global economic growth going forward.
U.S. equities
ClearBridge Investments

The manager observes that, while it is encouraging that
the US government has begun to take steps to address the
budget deficit, politicians remain divided on tax policy and
spending plans. However, in the manager’s opinion, although
this uncertainty could lead to some market volatility, solid
corporate earnings and rebounding auto and housing sales
should help support the equity market in 2013. In addition,
it expects corporate earnings and margins to surprise on the
upside as global growth accelerates over the next few months.
The manager believes the trend of increased dividend
payments and large-scale share repurchase is likely to
continue for many years. Against this backdrop, the manager
continues to focus on high-quality companies with reasonable
growth expectations that share its belief that creating value
for shareholders requires both strong operating strategies and
capital policies that reward shareholders.

“Stagflation” refers to an economic situation where the inflation rate is high, economic growth slows and unemployment is high.

US Smaller Companies
Royce & Associates
The manager notes that high-quality, small-cap US companies
have lagged their lower-quality peers in terms of stock
market performance over the past several years. The Fed’s
quantitative easing has created a significant and sustained
tailwind for lower-quality companies which have used
historically low interest rates to refinance their debt, materially
lowering their interest burden and boosting earnings growth.
However, the manager believes that this strategy may now
be reaching the point of diminishing return as the universe
of companies that have not capitalized on this ‘easy money’
opportunity has now shrunk considerably.
Looking ahead, as investors re-focus on business fundamentals rather than financial engineering as the key to long-term
earnings growth and sustained value creation, the manager
sees the quality portion of the US small-cap universe poised
to benefit. Moreover, valuations are also compelling.
Against this backdrop, the manager remains focused on
small-cap companies with strong balance sheets, good free
cash flow generation and a history of high returns on invested
capital (ROIC). It continues to have relatively high weightings
in more cyclical sectors, since this is where it finds the highestquality companies trading at the most attractive valuations
on normalized operating income. It believes such companies
should experience significant earnings leverage as the global
economy continues to recover.

European equities (including the UK)
Batterymarch Financial Management
After solid equity gains for the year to date, the manager
thinks that investors are likely to experience mixed signals,
reflecting some of the interesting cross currents in the
market. In the near term, it expects continued volatility as
Europe works to resolve the ongoing credit problems in the
peripheral markets. Nevertheless, its outlook for equities
this year remains positive as central banks continue to be
supportive and the US has shown tangible signs of economic
improvement, notably in manufacturing and housing. The
manager concludes by observing that defensive sectors have
led in the recent environment and that it is beginning to see
cash-rich global companies investing for growth and making
acquisitions in Europe.
Asia-Pacific equities
Batterymarch Financial Management
The manager believes that Asian markets are attractively
valued compared with most developed markets, where
valuations appear stretched. In addition, strong sovereign
balance sheets, resilient consumer demand and continuing
infrastructure spending mean that there are liquidity and
growth catalysts in place. In terms of specific countries,
the manager currently favors China and Thailand. China’s
business indicators point to moderate growth, it observes,
while Thailand, despite strong equity gains during the first
quarter, is benefiting from an influx of foreign investment.
It terms of sectors, the manager is currently moderately tilted
toward cyclicals and most overweight interest-rate sensitive
sectors such as real estate and banks. It believes that
continued growth in Asia will be aided by relatively loose,
and carefully monitored, monetary policies.

The trend of increased dividend payments and large-scale
share repurchase is likely to continue for many years
ClearBridge Investments

Emerging Market equities
Esemplia Emerging Markets
Emerging market equity returns stalled in early 2013, as
valuations remained below historical averages and earnings
remained subdued. This is in line with the manager’s
expectations at the end of last year, when it pointed out that
the asset class would struggle to match the strong returns of
the second half of 2012 in 2013. For the remainder of 2013,
it still expects emerging market equities to post positive but
small absolute returns, as earnings growth is unlikely to
rebound strongly and valuations are unlikely to expand.
From a macro perspective, the manager expects emerging
markets’ growth profiles to remain close to trend, with most
economies growing at mid-cycle rates. The global backdrop
should be more supportive than in 2012, as fears of an
imminent collapse of the eurozone have been addressed by
the ECB’s Outright Monetary Transactions program. At the
same time, even though fiscal policy in the US is about to
turn more restrictive, it thinks its impact on overall growth
should be mitigated by supportive monetary policy and
ebullient asset markets.

Investment risks
The opinions and views expressed herein are those of the
portfolio managers and may differ from those of other
managers and are not intended to be relied upon as a
prediction or forecast of actual future events or performance,
or a guarantee of future results, or investment advice.
All investments involve risk, including possible loss of
principal. Foreign securities are subject to the additional
risks of fluctuations in foreign exchange rates, changes in
political and economic conditions, foreign taxation, and
differences in auditing and financial standards. Investments
made in small-cap and/or mid-cap companies involve
a higher degree of risk and volatility than investments
in larger, more established companies. These risks are
magnified in the case of investments in emerging markets.
Legg Mason and affiliates do not provide tax or legal
advice. Please consult your tax and or legal advisor
for such guidance.
Common stocks generally provide an opportunity for more
capital appreciation than fixed-income investments but are
subject to greater market fluctuations.

China Equities
Esemplia Emerging Markets
The manager expects the announcement of policy details
from the National People’s Congress meeting will provide
further clarity and certainty for corporate managers,
enabling them to position their business strategies over the
next twelve to eighteen months. It also expects corporate
managers to provide guidance on the business outlook
during the reporting period. At the macroeconomic level,
it believes higher fiscal spending should help sustain stable
economic growth and promote confidence in domestic
consumption. The official target for China’s GDP 4 growth in
2013 is 7.5% year-on-year.

Fixed income securities are subject to interest rate and credit
risk, which is a possibility that the issuer of a security will
be unable to make interest payments and repay the principal
on its debt. As interest rates rise, the price of fixed income
securities falls.
Yields and dividends represent past performance and there is
no guarantee they will continue to be paid. Past performance is
no guarantee of future results. Outperformance does not imply
positive results.
U.S. Treasuries are direct debt obligations issued and backed
by the “full faith and credit” of the U.S. government. The U.S.
government guarantees the principal and interest payments
on U.S. Treasuries when the securities are held to maturity.
Unlike U.S. Treasury securities, debt securities issued by the
federal agencies and instrumentalities and related investments
may or may not be backed by the full faith and credit of the
U.S. government. Even when the U.S. government guarantees
principal and interest payments on securities, this guarantee
does not apply to losses resulting from declines in the market
value of these securities.

Investors cannot invest directly in an index.
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Gross Domestic Product (“GDP”) is an economic statistic which measures the market value of all final goods and services produced within a country in a given period of time.

Batterymarch
Brandywine Global
ClearBridge Investments
Legg Mason Global Asset Allocation
Permal
Royce & Associates
Western Asset Management

Independent expertise.
Singular focus.
Legg Mason is a leading global
investment company committed to
helping clients reach their financial goals
through long term, actively managed
investment strategies.
• Over $665 billion* in assets invested
worldwide in a broad mix of equities,
fixed income, alternatives and
cash strategies
• A diverse family of specialized
investment managers, each with its
own independent approach to research
and analysis
• Over a century of experience in
identifying opportunities and delivering
astute investment solutions to clients
lmthoughtleadership.com
@leggmason
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